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Abstract
Back-propagation learning (Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1986) is a useful
research tool but it has a number of undesiderable features such as having the
experimenter decide from outside what should be learned. We describe a
number of simulations of neural networks that internally generate their own
teaching input. The networks generate the teaching input by trasforming the
network input through connection weights that are evolved using a form of
genetic algorithm. What results is an innate (evolved) capacity not to behave
efficiently in an environment but to learn to behave efficiently. The analysis of
what these networks evolve to learn shows some interesting results.

Introduction
In many supervised learning models of neural networks a vector of activity values
is provided as an external teaching input to the network. Each activity value in the
vector is compared with the computed value of the corresponding output unit and the
resulting error is used to modify the connection weights.
Notwithstanding its usefulness for training networks, an external teaching input is
not very plausible biologically and has a number of questionable properties.
(1) In nature it is very unlikely that an organism has an external teacher that
decides what is the performance that is expected from the organism and describes this
performance to the organism so that it can learn.
(2) More generally, it is unclear what is the origin of teaching input. In a sense, a
teaching input is a statement of a goal performance that an organism is supposed to
learn to perform. But one would like to have organisms develop their own goals
without being told from outside what these goals should be.
(3) Teaching inputs are static objects that remain always the same for each given
input (unless of course the experimenter changes them), are not generated by the
network itself, and do not adjust themselves as a function of circumstances. On the
other hand, goals emerge, develop, and are learned.
4) From a purely algorithmic point of view, often the experimenter does not know

the correct solution for a task. One would like the network itself to find a solution to
the problem. The experimenter may be able to evaluate the appropriateness of a
solution that the network has found but he or she cannot find good solutions himself
or herself and neither can he or she specify what a network that incorporates such as
solution should do in every situation. More concretely, in some cases the
experimenter may not be able to provide the network with the appropriate set of
input-teaching input pairs. Zipser (1990) considers two cases, one in which the
function that generates these pairs is known and can be used to generate the teaching
input, and the other in which "no function is known but where empirical input-output
data is available" which "can be used to train the network" (Zipser, 1990 p.357).
However, there is a third case in which neither the function nor the empirical data are
available and still we may want the network to learn.
Learning algorithms vary in the amount and nature of the feedback required. Fully
supervised paradigms such as backpropagation (Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams,
1986) supply immediate and detailed correct answers as feedback. Reinforcement
paradigms (Sutton, 1984) supply only judgments of right or wrong. Simulated
annealing algorithms (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and Vecchi, 1983) and genetic algorithms
(Holland, 1975), applied to neural networks, supply still less, only a global evaluation
of network's performace. Unsupervised paradigms (Hopfield, 1982; Kohonen, 1982)
do not require supervision at all and therefore avoid these problems. On the other
hand, unsupervised learning models cannot learn arbitrary functions and appear to be
restricted to tasks in which what must be learned is basically the statistical properties
of the inputs (Zipser, 1990, p.358).
Nolfi, Elman, and Parisi (1990) described networks that simulate organisms
moving in an environment and looking for food elements. Using a population of
networks and a genetic algorithm (i.e. selective reproduction and random mutation of
some of the connection weights) we showed that these networks can find good
solutions to the problem of approaching food. Although they were not told what the
appropriate output (movement in the environment) was for each input (sensory
information about food location), there was evolutionary emergence of a capacity to
approach food, i.e. to respond with an appropriate output to each input. The only
supervision here concerned the choice of which organisms were allowed to reproduce
and which were not (organisms that ate more food elements during their life-time
generated offspring) but this is exactly what natural selection provides to real
organisms. In addition to being selected for eating ability, our networks were
individually taught during their life to predict how the food location changed relative
to the organism as the organism moved in space. This learning had a positive
influence on the evolution of the food approaching capacity. We used
backpropagation to teach these networks to predict since it is the environment itself
that provides the teaching input in this type of prediction learning.
However, in other cases organisms appear to generate internally their own
feedback for learning and to evolve autonomously a specification of what to learn.
Ackley and Littman (1991) have simulated the evolution of very simple organisms
similar to those just described using reinforcement learning in addition to evolution.
The organisms are represented by neural networks whose behavior is evaluated
during life just as right or wrong (positive evaluations result in a reinforcement and
negative evaluations in a change of the current weights). What it is important to

notice is that the supervision required for networks' evaluation, in this model, is also
evolved through the evolutionary process so that the life-learning process does not
require any other supervision than the fitness-based selection of the pure evolutionary
model.
In this paper we will present a similar approach in which fully supervised learning
(and not just reinforcement learning) is obtained through evolution (i.e. without any
external supervision other than networks' selection). Networks are not told from
outside what is the desired performance they should learn to approximate, but they
evolve the capacity to internally generate such "auto-teaching" input.
Teaching units
Consider a typical back-propagation network. The network is made up of a layer
of input units, a layer of outputs units, and one or more layers of hidden units. A
number of patterns are sequentially applied to the input units and for each pattern the
network computes the corresponding pattern on the output units. When learning starts
the connection weights are random so that an arbitrary output pattern is computed for
each input pattern. For each input pattern, however, the network is provided with a
desired pattern of activation values on the output units (teaching input). When an
output pattern is generated each computed activation value is compared with the
corresponding correct value and the resulting difference is called "error". The error is
back propagated through the network leading to error-reducing modifications of the
connections weights. After a number of learning "epochs" (runs of all the input
patterns) each input pattern generates an output pattern which asymptotically
approximates the desired performance. The network has learnt.

Figure. 1. Architecture of a feedforward network with one hidden layer. Teaching units are
represented as little squares; each teaching unit is at the right of the output unit that it teaches.

If we represent the teaching input as a vector of activation values on a set of units
each corresponding to one output unit and we call these units teaching units, it is
correct to say that these units are "external" to the network (Figure 1). In fact, the
teaching units are not linked via connections to the other units of the network. As a
consequence, the activation value of these teaching units is decided from outside, i.e.
by the experimenter.
In order to eliminate these properties of the traditional notion of teaching input we
take two steps. The first step is to make the teaching units part of the network. We
will assume that there are regular connections linking the other units of the network to
the teaching units. This can be done in a number of different ways. The simplest case
is that in which an additional set of hidden units is provided (Figure 2). We will call
these units which are connected to a network and generate teaching input for the

network "auto-teaching" units and the teaching input they generate "auto-teaching"
input.

Figure 2. Auto-teaching network. An additional set of hidden units receive connections from the
standard input units and send connections to the teaching units. This is the teaching sub-network.

Consider now what would happen in a network such as (2) if one applies an
activation pattern to the input units. The network would compute activation values for
the hidden units first (both for the hidden units of the standard sub-network and for
the hidden units of the teaching sub-network), and then the activation values for the
output units and for the teaching units. As soon as these latter activation values have
been computed the network is ready to modify the connections weights of the
standard sub-network on the basis of the discrepancy (error) between the activation
value of each of the teaching units and the activation value of the corresponding
output unit. Back-propagation can be applied as usual and will lead to new connection
weights in the standard sub-network. The connection weights of the teaching network
will remain the same.
However, it is clear that the network would not be learning. All the initial weights
are randomly chosen and therefore the teaching input to the standard network, i.e. the
computed activation values of the teaching units, is arbitrary. As a consequence, any
resulting change to the connection weights of the standard sub-network would be
similarly arbitrary and it wouldn't lead anywhere. We need to find out how to make
our networks develop useful teaching input.
We think that an appropriate mechanism for selecting connection weights that can
generate good teaching inputs in our type of networks could be a process similar to
evolution. Training networks by using evolutionary methods is being actively studied
at present (Hinton and Nowlan, 1987; Goldberg and Holland, 1988; Belew 1989;
Nolfi, Elman and Parisi 1990; Belew, McInerney and Schraudolph, 1990; Miller and
Todd, 1990). With evolutionary methods networks that are able to produce a given
performance are not developed by individual training and weight modification, but by
selective reproduction and random variation (or crossover). We will show that this
method of genetic training can be applied to our networks with internal teaching units
in order to develop networks that generate good auto-teaching.
The problem
Let us immagine that our goal is to create an organism (O) that is able to find and
eat food in its environment. An O's environment is a two-dimensional square divided

up into cells. At any particular moment O occupies one of these cells. A number of
food elements are randomly distributed in the environment with each food element
occupying a single cell. O has a facing direction. We shall imagine it has a
rudimentary sensory system that allows it to receive as input from the environment
the angle (relative to where O is currently facing) and the distance of the nearest food
element. We shall also equip O with a simple motor system that provides it with the
possibility, in a single action, to turn any angle from 90 degrees left to 90 degrees
right and then move from 0 to 5 cells forward. Finally, when O happens to step on a
food cell, it eats the food element which disappears.
The basic network underlying O's behavior is a shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Os' Architecture. The 3-layer network is made up two sub-parts, a standard network and a
teaching network. The two sub-networks share input units but each has a separate set of seven hidden
units and two output units.

The output units of the standard network are interpreted as generating the motor
actions while the output units of the teaching network (i.e. the teaching units) are
interpreted as generating teaching input for the corresponding output units. Sensory
input is encoded by the 2 input units representing the angle and the distance of the
nearest food element (both values are scaled from 0.0 to 1.0). Movement is encoded
in the 2 motor output units that specify amount and direction of turn and length of the
step forward, respectively (these two values are also scaled from 0.0 to 1.0). Each
network is initially assigned random weights, selected between -1.0 and 1.0, on all its
connections .
When O is placed in the environment that has been described above, a sequence of
events will occur. Sensory input is received on the input units. Activation flows from
the input units to both the hidden units of the standard network and to those of the
teaching network and then from these hidden units separately to the output units of
the standard network (coding actual movements) and to the output units of the
teaching network (coding teaching input for the standard network). The values on the
two output units are then used to move O in the manner specified by these values,
thereby changing the sensory input for the next cycle. The backpropagation algorithm
uses the discrepancy between the two sets of output units to change the connection
weights of the standard network.

Genetic adaptation
We begin with 100 Os each having the same architecture and a different random
assignment of connection weights. This is Generation 0 (G0). G0 networks are
allowed to "live" for 20 epochs, where an epoch consists of 250 actions in 5 different
environments (50 actions in each) for a total of 5000 actions. The environment is a
grid of 40x40 cells with 10 pieces of food randomly distributed in it. The Os are
placed in individual copies of these environments, i.e. they live in isolation.
At the end of their life (5000 actions) Os are allowed to reproduce. However only
the 20 Os which have accumulated the most food in the course of their random
movements are allowed to reproduce by generating 5 copies of their weight matrix.
These 20x5=100 new Os constitute the next generation (G1). Mutations are
introduced in the copying process by selecting at random 4 weights of the standard
sub-network and 4 weights of the teaching sub-network. A random value between
+1.0 and -1.0 is added to each selected weight value (this implies that weights can
increase in size evolutionarily). Inheritance is strictly Darwinian. A reproducing
network transmits its inherited weight matrix to its offspring, without any of the
changes in the standard sub-network that result from lifetime learning.
After Os of G1 are created they are allowed to live for 5000 cycles. The behavior
of these Os differs slightly from that of preceding generation (G0) as a result of two
factors. First, the 100 Os of G1 are the offspring (copies) of a subset of the Os of G0.
Second, the offspring themselves differ slightly from they parents because of the
small mutations in their weights. These differences lead to small differences in mean
food eaten by the Os in G1. At the end of their life the 20 best individuals are allowed
to reproduce 5 times, forming G2. This process continues for 200 generations.
Simulation 1
In this first set of simulations we used a population of Os with the architecture
shown in Figure 3. Mutations were applied both to the standard weights and to the
teaching weights (4 standard weights and 4 teaching weights randomly selected are
mutated). Each O had a lifespan of 250 movements in 5 different worlds (50
movements in each world) for a total of 5000 movements. At the end of a generation,
the 20 Os which had gathered the most food were allowed to reproduce by generating
5 offspring. A learning rate of 0.15 was used.
One first question that this simulation was expected to answer was if the
evolutionary process could cause the emergence of teaching weights generating nonarbitrary auto-teaching input. Can mutation and selective reproduction generate,
generation after generation, teaching input so that learning based on it leads to a
better eating capacity? In other words, can evolution be at the base of an autoteaching capacity?
The answer to this question is Yes as is shown in Figure 4. There is no
improvement in eating performance during life for the first 20 generations. However,
later in the evolutionary process eating increases after the very first epochs of life and
this increase is greater with successive generations of Os. This implies that evolution
progressively selects networks that internally generate teaching input which can be

used by the networks themselves to learn during their life how to search for food
efficiently.
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Figure 4. Eating performance of the best individuals of successive generations across the epochs of
their life (performance at epoch 0 of life, i.e. at birth, is calculated by letting Os live for one epoch
without having any auto-teaching). For pratical reasons we show the average results of the best Os of
a group of successive generations by a single curve. Each curve represents the average performance
of 10 different simulations with different random assignments of weights.

Figure 4 also implies that the evolutionary process, in addition to producing good
auto-teaching capacity, can also cause an increase in the eating capacity with
successive generations of Os. However, it is an open question how this increase
would compare with the increase we would obtain without auto-teaching or, more
generally, without any kind of learning during life. We then run a new set of
simulations with a network architecture that only include the standard network.
While the simulation without auto-teaching produces a better evolutionary curve in
the first 60 generations (see Figure 5), after that there is a clear advantage of the Os
with the more complex architecture and learning during life. It appears then that the
simpler evolutionary process that operates on the standard weights only, i.e. directly
on the eating capacity itself, is quicker in producing results but afterwards it reaches a
lower local maximum. On the other hand, the more complex selection process that
operates on both the standard weights and the teaching weights is slower but finally
produces a higher maximum. (For an explanation of how learning can help evolution
see Hinton and Nowlan (1987) and Nolfi, Elman and Parisi (1990)).
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Figure 5. Increase in eating capacity of the best individuals across 200 generations for the simulations
with auto-teaching versus a simulations without it. Each curve represents the average performance of
10 different simulations.

The evolutionary process operating on Os that learn during their life can produce
more fit Os in two different ways: (a) it can develop Os with better and better
standard weights, i.e. Os that eat more at birth with respect to the individuals of the
preceding generations, and/or (b) it can develop Os with better and better teaching
weights, i.e. Os that generate increasingly better auto-teaching input. This traslates in
better learning and therefore in better eating performance.
To test which of these two possibilities is the correct one, i.e. what is the
respective role or importance of the two sub-networks in the evolutionary process, we
took the best individuals of each generation and we let them move in their
environment without any learning. In other words, we tested the networks'
performance at birth. If we rule out learning (see Figure 6), performance abruptly
decrease. This means that the Os in this simulation are not selected for their ability to
approach food. They are selected for their ability to learn to approach food, as also
Figure 4 shows.
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Figure 6. Performance with and without life-learning as a function of generations. The "learning"
curve represents the performance of individuals with life learning and the "no learning" curve
represents their performance at birth, i.e. without any learning. Each curve represents the average
performance of 10 different simulations.

We have attributed so far the evolutionary increase in how much is learned during
life across generations (see Figure 4) to the evolutionary emergence of better and
better auto-teaching input. In other words, what is being selected are the weights of
the teaching sub-network. At this point we might ask if the standard network plays
any role at all in the evolution of the eating capacity which is shown in Figures 5. In
fact, it could be the case that the standard weights are not selected in any way and
therefore they have no role in such evolution. To test this further hypothesis we tested
the same 5 best Os of each generation with life learning, but we first randomized their
standard weights at birth. If these weights play no role at all, then the only thing that
evolves in our Os would be the teaching weights generating better and better teaching
input. In such a case we would have an equally good development of eating capacity
with initially randomized standard weights. Figure 7 shows that this is not the case.
The curve that is obtained demonstrates that by randomizing the standard weights at
birth we destroy the O's capacity to learn to approach food. This result tells us that the
standard weights also are selected by evolution and they play a crucial role from the
point of view of Os' behavior. What appears to be happening is that the standard
weights are not selected for directly incorporating good eating behaviors but they are
accurately selected for their ability to let such a behavior emerge through life
learning. In other words, the increased learning across generations that we observe in

Figure 4 is due to both an increased capacity to generate good auto-teaching input
(selection of teaching weights) and to an increased capacity to learn from this autoteaching input (selection of standard weights).
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Figure 7. Performance with inherited and with randomized standard weights as a function of
generations. Each curve represents the average performance of 10 different simulations.

Teaching internal units
In networks of type (2) auto-teaching units are provided for the output units, that
is, for the units that interact with the external environment. Hence, these Os can
evolve (and actually evolve) a capacity to learn to perform appropriate actions. On the
other hand, we can suppose that Os could learn some other task which is not directly
related to their external behavior but can indirectly help to develop such external
behavior.
Biological organisms receive a huge amount of information that they can use to
learn useful things. Perception of the world changes in time as a consequence of the
Os' actions themselves and of intrinsic changes of the world. From those changes very
complex things such as world maps and object classification can be learned using as
teaching input the input pattern itself (auto-associative learning; see Willshaw, 1981)
or the input pattern at time t+1 (prediction learning; see Elman, 1990; Weigend,
Huberman and Rumelhart, 1990). Learning this kind of tasks require a full supervised
learning, and not a reinforcement learning like that used by Ackley and Littman
(1991), because in this case the environment provides a very detailed feed-back.
How can we obtain this type of detailed learning without external feedback? We
would also like to find a way for not deciding in advance which is the correct task to
learn. Consider the standard back-propagation model in which the teaching input is
decided by the experimenter. In such a model it is impossible to teach internal units.
The function of an internal unit (i.e. what it represents) is completely unknown before
the network finds a useful set of weights, and even after that, such a function usually
is not easily interpretable. Hence, we cannot know what kind of teaching input we
should use for teaching these internal units. On the other hand, in networks that
develop their own teaching input like our auto-teaching networks it makes sense to
have internal units that have teaching inputs (i.e. internal units that have their own
corresponding teaching units). What these internal units will eventually represent and
what teaching input they must receive is not known but, since the kind of teaching
input that these units receive changes as a consequence of mutation and selection, we
might expect that a useful teaching input (and so a useful function) for these units can
be found.

Let us consider the network shown in Figure 8. The network has 2 output units that
codify the actions that the organism performs in the environment. In addition, there
are three other units that are identical to the output units from the point of view of the
connectivity pattern but that do not codify any action of the organism or, more
generally, any desired or interpretable output. We call these units pseudo-output units.
The activation values that these three units should have for each input pattern is
simply the activation values of the three corresponding auto-teaching units. Because
the networks start with random weights, these auto-teaching units, at the beginning,
have completely random values for each input pattern. However, selection and
mutation should produce more and more useful values for them. And after a certain
number of generation the three teaching units might begin to teach some useful task,
i.e. a task that helps Os to develop more appropriate external behavior.

Figure 8. Auto-teaching network. Three internal units receive teaching input while the two output
units do not.

Why should auto-teaching of internal units be useful? Why should learning to
perform a task that does not have any direct effect on the network actions make the
network more fit? The input stimuli from the environment are elaborated by the
weights that go from the input units to the teaching network's hidden units and from
these hidden units to the auto-teaching units. The teaching input which is generated
produces a change in the weights of the standard sub-network and, what is critical, in
the weights that go from the input units to the standard network's hidden units. As a
consequence, the internal representation of the input stimuli changes during life and,
because of the evolutionary process, these changes may have a tendence to improve
Os' behavior. (For a more detailed analysis of how learning a task that does not have a
direct effect on the network's output could increase performance see: Nolfi, Elman,
and Parisi (1990), Parisi, Cecconi, and Nolfi (1990)).
Simulation 2
In a second set of simulation we used a population of Os with the architecture
shown in Figure 9. These Os have a standard network with two additional output
units which don't have any effect on the world. These two pseudo-output units have
associated two auto-teaching units that generate teaching input for them. The teaching
sub-network shares, as usual, the input units with the standard sub-network and has

its own set of seven hidden units.

Figure 9. Architecture of Os of Simulation 2. Auto-teaching is provided for two pseudo-output units
instead that for the two motor output units as in Simulation 1.

Because of this architecture, the weights that connect the input to the standard
hidden units but not the weights that connect these hidden units with the two (real)
output units are changed during life. In other words, the auto-teaching changes the
internal representation of the input stimuli within the standard network.
All other parameters remained the same as those of the previous simulation.
Mutations were applied both to the standard weights and to the teaching weights (4
standard weights and 4 teaching weights randomly selected are mutated).
Reproduction was based on the parent's weight matrix at the time of the parent's own
creation. Each O had a lifespan of 250 movements in 5 different worlds (50
movements in each world) for a total of 5000 movements. At the end of a generation,
those Os which had gathered the most food were allowed to reproduce by generating
5 offspring. A learning rate of 0.15 was used.
If we look at Os' performance during their life (see Figure 10) we see that in this
case, in contrast with Simulation 1, there is only a very small increase in the eating
performance during Os' life (such an increase concerns the very first epochs of life
and reaches the largest amount from the 40th to the 59th generation). This fact seems
to suggest that, in this simulation, learning has a very indirect effect on evolution (see
paragraph 8 for a more detailed interpretation of this result).
As we already noted, if we compare this simulation with the first one we note an
important difference. In the first simulation we know what the auto-teaching units are
teaching to the standard network: they are teaching the correct movements in the
environment since it is the movement-coding output units of the standard network
that are taught by the auto-teaching units. By contrast, it is not clear at all what the
auto-teaching units are teaching to the standard network in this simulation. We cannot
directly interpret what is taught by the auto-teaching units since the standard
network's pseudo-output units that are taught by the auto-teaching units in this
simulation do not have any clear interpretation.
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Figure 10. Eating performance of the best individuals of successive generations as a function of
epochs of life. For pratical reasons we show the average results of the best Os of a group of
successive generations by a single curve. Each curve represents the average performance of 10
different simulations.

However, we can make an attempt at determining in a more indirect way what
teaching function is gradually developed by the auto-teaching units in the course of
evolution. One first thing that we can do is to ascertain how much the activation
values of the two auto-teaching units vary as a function of the different input patterns,
generation after generation. At the beginning, since the random weights simply blur
the input, we should expect the two auto-teaching units to have always approximately
the same values for every input pattern. After a certain number of generations, if the
teaching units have evolved some useful teaching function, we should expect an
increase in the variability of the activation values of these units.
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Figure 11. Variability (range of variation) in the activation values of the auto-teaching units of
Simulation 2 across 200 successive generations. Average result of 10 different simulations.

Figure 11 shows that our expectations were correct. The variability in the
activation values of the teaching units is rather low in the first generations and then it
increases and reaches a peak after 75 generations. What was not expected is that such
variability shows a decrease after that. If we look at the activation values of the two
auto-teaching units in this later part of the evolutionary process, we find that often
they have an activation value very close to 0.0 or 1.0 for every input pattern. At the
same time also the activation values of the two pseudo-output units of the standard
network which are taught by these auto-teaching units go to 0.0 or 1.0 since birth. We

can conclude that in the later part of the evolutionary process the auto-teaching units
of most simulations have ceased to teach anything new to the standard network. The
overall picture is one in which our networks take some time to evolve an autoteaching capacity but then, after the auto-teaching units have helped in the
evolutionary emergence of good movement strategies, these same units do not have
any additional role to play and evolution cuts them off.

Figure 12. Cluster analysis (based on euclidean distance) of auto-teaching patterns of the best O of
the 90th generation. Similar teaching patterns are represented by closer branches of the hierarchical
tree. The first 50 patterns, corresponding to the first 50 spreadings of activation (cycles of life), were
used. Notice that each teaching pattern is identified by the corresponding input pattern that has
generated it. The first number refers to the activation value of the first input unit (coding the angle of
the nearest food element) and the second number to the activation value of the second input unit
(coding the distance of the food element).

These results concerning the variability of the activation values of the autoteaching units are interesting but they do not say anything about the actual content of

what is taught by these units. One possibility is that the function of the auto-teaching
in this simulation could be to help the standard network to develop good internal
representations. In order to test this hypothesis we made a hierarchical cluster analysis
of the teaching patterns generated by the teaching network of the best organism of
several generations. One of the most interesting results is the one we obtained
analyzing the best O of the 90th generation.
As Figure 12 shows, it is not always the case that similar input patterns generate
similar teaching patterns. More particularly, the clusters indicated by circles contain
dissimilar input patterns that generate similar teaching patterns. At this point we can
ask if there is some relation between the manner in which different input patterns are
classified together by the teaching network (in terms of the similarity of the teaching
output they generate) and the type of correct movement output that these input
patterns require. The response is yes.

Figure 13. Cluster analysis of auto-teaching patterns of the best O of the 90th generation. The same
first 50 patterns of Figure 12 were used. Each teaching pattern is identified by the corresponding

movement output pattern generated by the network. The first number designates the angle of the
movement and the second number the length of the step forward.

As Figure 13 shows, input patterns that generate similar movement responses in an
efficient organism such as the best individual of generation 90 also generate similar
teaching patterns. More specifically, the circles show that sensory states that must
generate steps forward of the organism of approximately the same length are
classified together in the cluster analysis of the corresponding teaching patterns. We
can conclude that the function of the auto-teaching mechanism in this simulation is to
teach an individual organism to develop good internal representations of the sensory
information so that appropriate movement responses to this information can be more
easily selected by the organism.
Discussion
The general result of the simulations described in this paper is that we have been
able to evolve networks with auto-teaching units. The selection and mutation process
of evolution can produce networks that can internally generate their own teaching
input. The individual learning that results from this teaching input during life has a
facilitatory effect on the evolution at the population level of the capacity - food
approaching - that constitutes the criterion for selection.
Furthermore, some more specific results appear in our data:
(1) What is inherited at birth is often interpreted as a capacity to behave, that is, to
respond in effective ways to incoming stimuli. Networks of simulation 1 possess no
such capacity at birth although the evolution of such a capacity is possible as is shown
in simulations without life-learning. The connection weights they inherit from their
parents do not allow them to respond to sensory information from the nearest food
element in such a way that they approach the food. However, the evolution process
has left an important trace in their inherited weights: a capacity to learn during life.
That the learning capacity is an evolved one is shown by the fact that there is no
improvement in performance (no learning) during life in the first generations.
However, as soon as the selection process has had an opportunity to demonstrate its
power, the connection weights of both the standard and the teaching sub-networks are
so selected that individual networks are born with an innate capacity to learn (their
ability to approach food improves during their life). This increased learning capacity
appears to be due to two complementary factors. One is the evolving capacity of the
teaching network to generate useful teaching input for the standard network; the other
is the evolving capacity of the standard network to take advantage of this teaching
from the teaching network. No one factor without the other can explain the results
that are obtained.
(2) Simulation 2 shows that the notion of auto-teaching can have a very abstract
interpretation. In Simulations 1 what is taught by the auto-teaching units and what
evolves across generations is the same thing: the capacity to approach food. This
results from the fact that the movement output units of the standard network are
directly taught by the teaching units. On the other hand, in Simulation 2 the notion of
pseudo-output units that are taught by the teaching units allows us to detach whatever

capacity is taught by the teaching units from the actual output of the standard
network, and therefore from the actual capacity in terms of which selection occurs.
This makes the auto-teaching mechanism a very general and powerful one. In fact, we
don't have to specify what is taught by the auto-teaching units. Any unit receiving
activation from within a network can be taught by a corresponding auto-teaching unit
in such a way that the learned changes in the connection weights leading to that unit
can make the contribution of the unit to the network's final output a more appropriate
one. In fact, the auto-teaching units of Simulation 2 could directly teach the hidden
units of the standard network, without the indermediation of the pseudo-output units.
Our analysis of what the auto-teaching units of Simulation 2 actually teach points
to a general interpretation of the function of auto-teaching units in this type of
architecture. Auto-teaching units may be an evolved mechanism for helping a
network to develop during life more appropriate internal representations for input
data, that is, internal representations (activation values on the hidden units) that are
more easily mapped onto the final output than the original input representations.
Developing good internal representations when the input-output mapping is a
complex one, i.e. when "the similarity structure of the input and output patterns is
very different", is the fundamental function of hidden units (Zipser and Rumelhart,
1990, pag. 193). Auto-teaching units might be an evolved mechanism to accelerate
the learning of good internal representations.
(3) Another interesting result of Simulation 2 is that the auto-teaching mechanism
almost extinguishes itself in the last generations. In other words, there appear to be
two phases in the evolution of the auto-teaching units. In the first phase, after a
number of initial generations connection weights at birth appear to be so selected that
an innate capacity to learn results. This is testified by the rapid increase in
performance in the very first epochs of life of individuals belonging to these middle
generations. However, this innate learning capacity does not last for the entire course
of evolution that we have studied. There is a second phase of the evolutionary process
in which the innate learning capacity seems to disappear.
This result is in contrast with what was obtained in Simulation 1, where learning
during life continues throughout the evolutionary process. The reason appears to
reside in the different network architectures in the two simulations. In Simulation 1
all the weights of the standard network are subject to learning through the autoteaching mechanism. Hence, it is possible to gradually select teaching weights that
can increase the standard weights' performance from null to a more fit value. In
Simulation 2, on the contrary, only the lower connection weights of the standard
network, those from the input to the hidden units, learn on the basis of the autoteaching input. The higher weights, those from the hidden units to the output units,
are not influenced by this learning since error is not backpropagated through them.
Therefore, the higher weights must be selected to directly incorporate an appropriate
mapping from the internal representations in the hidden units to the final motor
output. One result of this different architecture and manner of functioning might be
that, in Simulation 2, after a certain number of generations the standard network
inherits "higher" weights that are appropriate and sufficient for executing the task
(approaching food) and the learning mechanism associated with the auto-teaching
units becomes superfluous or perhaps even conterproductive. As a result, the autoteaching mechanism is estinguished by evolution. This might be an interesting feature

of an auto-teaching mechanism compared with the more usual learning based on an
external teaching input. Auto-teaching can emerge evolutionarily when it is useful
and it can annihilate itself when it becomes dysfunctional.
An important advantage of an innate learning capacity in natural organisms might
emerge when organisms must adapt during life to varying and changing
environments. We completely ignored this aspect of learning in our simulations since
we used simulated environments that do not change either at the evolutionary scale or
at the life-time scale. In fact, one possible extension of the present work on autoteaching could be to demonstrate the importance of this type of mechanism in
simulated organisms that live in changing environments or that themselves change
their environment.
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